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SCENE 1 - CLOCK
FADE IN
int. - classroom - day - 2:55PM
TEACHER talking to a mostly full class. LOGAN (fifteen)
sitting near the back of the class staring at the clock at
the front of the room it reads 2:55pm, he has a blank/bored
expression on his face.
LOGAN
(mumble) Why can’t this day just
end?
Logan sits at desk and turns to a new page in his book
starts doodling/drawing. The drawing is a picture of himself
in a wide open field with a girl, lots of balloons
everywhere these are all stick drawings. Logan finishes
drawing looks back up at the clock (time on clock is 2:57pm)
with the same bored expression, then he looks around at his
class mates and his best friend (ERIC) next to him and
teacher (POV SHOT). He rest his elbow on the table, leans
head on hand and starts to daydream.
CLOSE UP: LOGAN CLOSING HIS EYES
FADE OUT
SCENE 2 - DREAM SEQUENCE
FADE IN
ext. - field - day
Logan walking through field holding balloons and letting the
fly into the air one by one until he get to the girl at this
point he only has one left. He gives the girl the last
balloon and they continue walking holding hands until they
are off screen.
CLOSE UP: On the balloons then zoom out back onto the Kid.
He starts running until he is off camera.
SUDDEN BLACK OUT
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SCENE 3 - WAKE UP
int. - classroom - day - 2:59PM
Friend tries to wake up Logan by poking his arm.
ERIC
(whispers) oi logan wake up Mr.
Bamford is coming.
Teacher walks up to Logan and slaps a ruler on his desk and
Which wakes him up, he jumps a little.
TEACHER
Mr. Smith, was my lesson
interrupting you nap.
LOGAN
(In a defeated tone)
No Mr.Bamford.
TEACHER
Then what were you doing, I don’t
see any work in your book and what
are all these drawings. (Pause)
You’re going to have to stay behind
now and catch up on work.
LOGAN
But sir there’s only like 1 minute
of school left and I’ve already
done all of my work (shows work on
previous page)
School bell goes off.
LOGAN
Saved by the bell.
Logan shoves his book and other school stuff into his bag
and runs for the door.
FADE OUT
END

